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63 & 58

Architect & Librarian

Married with 2 kids (not living at home)

$190k pa household

Tertiary Educated

Alan and Judith have been married for 37 years
and have 2 adult children who have both left home
(live nearby). They are both planning to retire
within 1-2 years so they can spend more time with
their family, travelling, pursuing hobbies, relaxing
and enjoying life!

'We're looking for a low maintenance
home with all the luxury's'

*Traditional Media. Older generations prefer traditional
media such as newspapers, television, radio and print.
*Don't tell them that they're old! They will not
appreciate this.
*Don't ignore social media. 82.3% of them belong to at
least 1 social media (mostly Facebook)
*They will read text. Unlike younger generations,
downsizers grew up reading books and newspapers so
they don't mind reading longer passages of text.
*Be present in Search. They use search engines
extensively.

*Low Maintenance (not necessarily smaller)
*Single Storey/Elevators
*Quiet Location/Privacy
*Spare room for the grandkids/family to come and stay
*Preference is to stay in the same neighbourhood close
to friends and family
*Convenience to shops, cafes, pubic transport
*High End Finishes and Fittings
*Safety/Security
*Close to medical facilities

Bio

Interests
Golf, Travelling, Reading, Theatre, Music, Family,
Architecture.

Media
Consumption
Traditional Media - newspaper, television,
radio, magazines.
Online - Facebook and search engines

General
Traits

Motivations

Alan and Judith. Downsizers. Created by
ScreenAge
3D Visualisation

*Approaching or already into retirement.
*Have adult children not living at home
*Often have young grandchildren or adult
children who will come to visit
*They are self assured and independent
*They are highly competitive and enjoy
competition
*They are motivated by positions of prestige
*As their careers wind down they are
increasingly time rich
*Safety/Security is important
*They have a strong work ethic (workaholics)

Low maintenance luxury in a nice
neighbourhood.

Stats
*Age 50-75.
*92% have no children living at home
*Will have around $1.5 to $2 million to spend
*96% use search engines, 95% use email
*80% use Facebook
*80% have paid off mortgage entirely
*60% spend time reading blogs and online articles

How to Market to Downsizers

What Downsizers are looking for in a
home...


